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Brown University.



Welcome to the Chemistry Department of  
Brown University!

The Department of  
Chemistry maintains  
pedagogical and  
research strengths in  
organic, inorganic,  
and theoretical and  
experimental physical  
chemistry, analytical  
chemistry, chemical  
biology and  
nanochemistry.



In many cases, faculty, postdoctoral fellows, graduate  
and undergraduate students collaboratively pursue  

interdisciplinary research within the Chemistry  
Department.



Brown  
University is a  
private university  
located in Providence,  
Rhode Island.
Founded in 1764 as  
the College of Rhode  
Island, it is the third-  
oldest institution of  
higher education in  
New England and the  
seventh-oldest in the  
United States. It is a  
member of the Ivy  
League.



History.

In 1763, James Manning, a Baptist minister, was sent to Rhode  
Island by the Philadelphia Association of Baptist Churches in order  
to found a college. On March 3, 1764, a charter was filed to  
create the College of Rhode Island in Warren, Rhode Island,  
reflecting the work of both Stiles and Manning. The charter had  
more than sixty signatories, including John and Nicholas Brown of  
the Brown family, who would give the College its present day  
name.



One of the  
Baptist
founders, John
Gano, had also  
been the  
founding  
minister of the  
First Baptist  
Church in the  
City of New  
York.



The Brown  
family-  
Nicholas,  
John, Joseph  
and Moses-  
were  
instrumental  
in the move  
to Providence,  
funding and  
organizing  
much.Joseph  
Brown  
became a  
professor of  
Physics at the  
University,  
and John  
Brown served  
as treasurer  
from 1775 to
1796.



President of Brown  
university.

The current
president of the  
University is  
Ruth J.  
Simmons. She  
is the 18th  

president of  
Brown  
University and  
first black  
president of an  
Ivy League  
institution.



Campus.
Brown is the  
largest  
institutional  
landowner in  
Providence,  
with properties  
in the East Side  
and the Jewelry  
District. There  
is no official  
designation of  
different  
campus areas.



Main Campus.
The main campus  

consist of 235  
buildings and covers  
143 acres. A salient  
feature of Brown’s  
campus is that many  
of the academic  
departments reside in  
smaller, Victorian-era  
houses that the  
University has  
acquired over the  
years from the  
surrounding  
neighborhood.



Student groups.
The are approximately 240 registered student organizations at  
the campus with diverse interest. The Student Activities Fair,  
during the orientation program, is an opportunity for first-years  
to become acquainted with the range of clubs.





Student organization.
1.Publications

■Brown Daily Herald
■ College Hill Independent
■ Critical Review
■ Brown Journal of World Affairs

■The Brown Spectator  

2.Fine arts

■ Brown University Band
■ Brown Opera Productions
■ Brown Fusion Dance Company
3.Other
■ WBRU
■ Undergraduate Council of

Students
■ Brown University Mock Trial
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